Learning to Talk

Dear Learning to Talk Families and Friends,
Whether or not you and your child visit the Learning to Talk Lab
at the University of Minnesota or the Learning to Talk Lab at the University of Wisconsin-Madison you may have noticed that the name of the
study you are participating in is called “Skills4Words.” This study is designed to help us find out more about the skills children need to learn
sounds and words. We continue to find out new and exciting results as we
enter the second year of the study and your children come back to us for
their “Timepoint 2” visits. In this month’s newsletter we would like to highlight one of the experimental tasks that most children participate in during
the recording room portion of the visit: Non-Word Repetition. Many
parents ask us about this interesting task as the children play the silly
word game, and earn all those stickers! We are grateful to you and your
child for helping us find out more about the amazing process of learning to
talk!
Best regards,
Jan Edwards, Principal Investigator

What is the Non-Word Repetition Task?
Ben Munson, PhD/ Principal Investigator/University of Minnesota/Learning
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Children come to the world not
knowing how to speak a language
and in a few short years they learn
how to make sounds, put them together into words they have never
heard before, and talk to others! It
seems as if children who are school
-ready start school with the large
vocabularies needed for success in
reading and writing because as very
young children they learn sounds,
and words efficiently and quickly.
Think of the job in front of every
young child! Every thing and every
name for that thing is new to
them. They are seeing and learning
about their world for the first time,
just like we might have to do if we

traveled to a foreign country for the
first time. How do children do this
important task? During their day,
children come across objects they
have never seen before, and someone
tells them the name of these new
objects. Think of your child seeing a
picture of something unfamiliar in a
book. Parents usually point to the
picture, say the new word for the
child and the child repeats the new
word. The child might play around
with the word by saying it a number
of times and may not get all the
sounds right at first. But, after repeating it a number of times and
hearing it again the next day during
the same story, the child might say
it right! (next page…)
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“...we want to find out more about
how young children [learn new
words] so quickly and efficiently.”
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What is the Non-Word Repetition Task? (cont…)
At the Learning to Talk Lab we
want to find out more about how
young children do this so quickly
and efficiently, but we needed to
come up with a task that would help
us create what children do out in the
real world when they have to learn a
new word and we needed to be able
to record what they do so we could
look for patterns. Our team came up
with a way to create a wordlearning situation in the lab called
the Non-Word
Repetition

Task.
You may remember when your child
came to the lab and sat in front of
the computer and the microphone in
the “sound treated” room. Your child
heard a silly, made-up nonsense
word like keeftane or boofkeet
(what we call a “non-word”), saw a

picture of an unfamiliar object at the
same time, and was then asked to
repeat the “silly word” (non-word)
back. After the visit, we listened to
the way your child said the nonword and compared it to how the
computer presented it.
By listening to lots of children repeating these non-words (words
which are new to them and they
must say for the first time), we look
for the sounds they successfully imitated and which ones they did not.
We are wondering if we will see a
pattern to help us understand the
method children use to learn new
words. The ability to learn new
words is a big task that involves
many steps: When children come
across a new object, and hear its
name for the first time, they must:

“They are seeing and learning about their world for the first time, just like we might
have to do if we traveled to a foreign country for the first time. How do children do
this important task?”
1.
2.
3.

This is a complicated skill! The NonWord Repetition Task gives us a quick
and efficient way to measure this word
learning skill and we can do it right in
the lab during the visit, because it simulates what children face out in the real
world everyday when they have to learn
new words.

we don’t hear in English words very
often. For example the sound sequence
FT in our non-word keeFTane, is often
heard in English words: aFTer, fiFTy,
fiFTeen, etc.
When children repeat
keeftane, they can use their knowledge
of hearing, remembering, and saying the
sequence of sounds FT from all of the
times they have heard and said words in
English that have the FT sequence,( like
the word after).
But our non-word
boofkeet is a different story. The children must be able to take two sounds
that they already know well, the F and
the K, and put them together in ways
that they haven’t done very often before.

Even more exciting for us is that our
Non-Word Repetition breaks down this
amazing new-word–learning task even
further. The Non-Word Repetition Task
is special because not only does it help
us understand how children learn new
words, it compares how children learn
non-words that contain sequences of
sounds that we hear often in real English words to how they learn non-words
that contain sequences of sounds that

So here is where it gets exciting: we believe that the ability to repeat nonwords with “strange” sound sequences,
like boofkeet is a very accurate and
reliable way to measure a children’s
growing knowledge of speech sounds
and what they do to learn new words
because it’s harder to do. This is exciting
because this skill has not been studied
before with such young children. Your
child is showing us how it’s done!

4.
5.

remember what they heard
hear all of the sounds accurately,
hold the sounds in short-term
memory,
come up with a plan in their mind
for saying the new word back, and
then
say the new word.

Volume , Issue
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These results just in from UW doctoral researcher, Michelle Erskine!
In a recent study, Michelle Erskine at
UW-Madison used the Non-Word
Repetition (NWR) task described
above,
to look at one of the
Skills4Words we feel is important
to increase vocabulary size:
the
ability to accurately repeat new, unfamiliar “non-words.”
Michelle’s study helps us understand
what young children must do to learn
new, unfamiliar words they encounter
in the world everyday as young language learners!

“When children [can accurately repeat new,
unfamiliar words], they are “school-ready”
with the higher vocabularies they need for
reading and writing success.”

Learning to Talk seems to begin
very early and depends on children
accurately repeating back the new,
unfamiliar words they hear in the
world around them. When children
have this skill, they are “schoolready” with the higher vocabularies
they need for reading and writing
success.
So, how did Michelle find this? She
saw that in our previous studies,
children from 3 to 7 years who were
better at repeating sound sequences
that don’t occur very often in English (such as the “pw” in “’pwabug”
which we don’t hear in any English
words) know more words than children who have difficulty with this
type of “sound” skill. The children
who are good at repeating words
with “odd” sound combinations
seem to have the skill they need to
learn and say sounds, and are the
children who have higher vocabularies.
To look at how this same “sound
learning” skill and vocabulary go
together for children even younger
than previously studied, Michelle
compared how well our 2 ½ and 3year-old children did on the NWR
task and on a “standardized” vocabulary test, (a special kind of test

that has been given to many children
for many years and is a very accurate
measure of how many words a child
knows as compared to other children
the same age).
Michelle saw the same result found in
previous studies and was excited to
confirm this finding now in younger
children. Children who repeated
sounds more accurately on the NonWord Repetition task knew more
words than children who weren’t as
good at repeating sounds. And further, Michelle determined that children who were particularly strong at
learning sound sequences that don’t
occur very often in English (the
“odder” nonsense words), had higher
vocabularies than children who weren’t as good at this task.
The children who were good at learning these “odd,” nonsense words at a
young age, were the children who
knew the most “real” words. Michelle
was able to say that young children
who
have
strong “sound powers,” (better understanding of sounds
in words) have more words in their
“school-ready” backpacks!

Feature on our Graduates
Amy Muzynoski

Nicole Breunig

Kelly Jorgensen

"I will be attending the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee to
complete my MS degree in
Speech-Language Pathology."

“I will be moving to Baltimore, MD to work as a
Speech-Language Pathologist
through the Kennedy Krieger
Institute.”

“I will be attending the University of Iowa to pursue an
MA in Speech Pathology.”

Allison Holt
“I

will be moving to
Mukwonago, WI to begin
working as a SpeechLanguage Pathologist with
the Lake Geneva School District.”

Daria Lawrence
“I will be moving to Memphis,
TN to work with school-aged
children in the Shelby County
School District.”

Ruby Braxton
“I will be staying in Madison, WI
to complete my Clinical Fellowship at the Waisman Center
while working as a SpeechLanguage Pathologist in both
the Augmentative Communication Aids and Systems Clinic and
the Autism and Developmental
Disabilities Clinic.”
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This newsletter we are highlighting and saying farewell to Ali Holt. Ali is from
Brookfield, WI and completed her undergraduate degree in Psychology and Spanish
at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. During her time there, she worked as a
paraprofessional at a group home and school for children with severe developmental
disabilities. Communication was an ongoing challenge for many of these children.
After talking with the onsite Speech-Language Pathologist she realized that when
the children at the home were given the adequate opportunity, and tools with which
to communicate, they were less frustrated and their quality of life greatly improved.
After working with these children and seeing the importance of communication, she
knew that she was interested in becoming a Speech-Language Pathologist.

Now that she has graduated from Madison, she will be moving to Mukwonago, WI
this summer and will begin her career as a Speech-Language Pathologist with the
Lake Geneva School District. There she will be a part of diagnostic team performing
speech and language assessments and providing intervention to children ages 3-11.
She will also be working with Spanish speaking families and their children. As of
now she is most interested in how children learn early reading skills and the impact
this has on later language development. She is looking forward to starting her job in
August however, she will be keeping busy this summer exploring Mukwonago and
Lake Geneva and spending plenty of time at her grandparents’ cottage in the upper
peninsula of Michigan.
Ali says, “I certainly already miss working with the wonderful people in the Learning to Talk Lab. It has been such a privilege and I can't wait to hear about the future
research projects taking place there.” The Learning to Talk Lab says, “Same to you
Ali. We will miss you so much, but we are so excited for your bright future!”

We Want You!
Participate in Dane County!
Interested in helping us improve
methods for teaching young children?
Join our research project! Our study
looks at how young children learn
sounds and words! Both you and your
child can be involved!
Who can participate?





Children who are 2-5 years old
Children who are native English
speakers
Children who have normal hearing and are typically developing
or have cochlear implants!

Families are paid for their participation and your child will receive a

small toy and a book. Transportation (cab) will be provided if you
would like it.
How do our studies work?

Sessions take place at the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s
Waisman Center, 1500 Highland
Ave, Madison, WI.
Your child will participate in 1-3
sessions and the sessions last
about 1-2 hours.
If you would like to learn more
about our studies, please email us
at

learningtotalk@comdis.wisc.edu,
or call Nancy Wermuth at 608263-0729, or visit our website,
www.learningtotalk.org and enter your information on our Participate page. We look forward to
working with you!
Please pass this information on to
family and friends who might be
interested in this study.
Thanks!

